**RANGER READY REPELLENT™**

12 HOUR PROTECTION FROM TICKS + MOSQUITOS

- Repels biting flies, gnats, chiggers, and sand flies for up to 8 hours
- Suitable for everyday use on adults and children 1 year and older
- Does not stain or harm clothing, plastic, metal, synthetic material
- Fine mist pump sprays upside down

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

HAZARDS TO HUMANS

CAUTION. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling, returning indoors, and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

FIRST AID

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-800-222-1222 for emergency medical information.

PHYSICAL HAZARDS

Flammable. Do not use or store near heat sources, sparks, or open flame. Do not smoke while applying.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Follow these guidelines when applying this product. Hold 4 to 6 inches from skin while spraying, keeping nozzle pointed away from face. Slightly moisten skin with a slow sweeping motion. Excessive amount or frequent reaplication is unnecessary. Do not exceed two applications per day. Apply on face by first spraying small amounts in palms of hands and spreading on face and neck, avoiding eyes. Do not apply to the hands of small children. When using on children, apply to your hands and then apply it to the child. Do not apply to their hands. To apply to a child’s face and neck, spray the product into your hands and apply to the child. Take care to avoid mouth and eyes and apply sparingly around ears. Do not allow children to handle the product. Do not spray directly on face. Avoid contact with lips, cuts, wounds, or irritated skin. Do not apply to excessively sunburned skin. Do not apply under clothing. Apply sparingly around ears.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Storage: Store in a cool, dry area out of the reach of children. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open flame.

Disposal: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.
RANGER READY REPELLENT AMBER SCENT
EPA REG NO. 93221-1

ADDITIONAL SIZES
**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Follow these guidelines when applying this product.

- Hold 4 to 6 inches from skin while spraying, keeping nozzle pointed away from face. Slightly moisten skin with a slow sweeping motion. Excessive amount or frequent reapplication is unnecessary. Do not exceed two applications per day.
- Apply on face by first spraying small amounts in palms of hands and spreading on face and neck, avoiding eyes. Do not apply to the hands of small children. When using on children, apply to your hands and then apply it to the child. Do not apply to their hands. To apply to a child’s face and neck, spray the product into your hands and apply to the child. Take care to avoid mouth and eyes and apply sparingly around ears. Do not allow children to handle the product. Do not spray directly on face. Avoid contact with lips, cuts, wounds, or irritated skin. Do not apply to excessively sunburned skin. Do not apply under clothing. Apply sparingly around ears.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS**

**CAUTION.** Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling, returning indoors, and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

**FIRST AID**

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have also contact 1-800-222-1222 for emergency medical information.

**PHYSICAL HAZARDS**

Flammable. Do not use or store near heat sources, sparks, or open flame. Do not smoke while applying.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Follow these guidelines when applying this product. Hold 4 to 6 inches from skin while spraying, keeping nozzle pointed away from face. Slightly moisten skin with a slow sweeping motion. Excessive amount or frequent reapplication is unnecessary. Do not exceed two applications per day. Apply on face by first spraying small amounts in palms of hands and spreading on face and neck, avoiding eyes. Do not apply to the hands of small children. When using on children, apply to your hands and then apply it to the child. Do not apply to their hands. To apply to a child’s face and neck, spray the product into your hands and apply to the child. Take care to avoid mouth and eyes and apply sparingly around ears. Do not allow children to handle the product. Do not spray directly on face. Avoid contact with lips, cuts, wounds, or irritated skin. Do not apply to excessively sunburned skin. Do not apply under clothing. Apply sparingly around ears.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

**STORAGE:** Store in a cool, dry area out of the reach of children. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open flame.

**PESTICIDE DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING:** Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill container. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.
RANGER READY REPELLENT™
12 HOUR PROTECTION FROM TICKS + MOSQUITOS

- Repels biting flies, gnats, chiggers, and sand flies for up to 8 hours
- Suitable for every day use on adults and children 1 year and older
- Does not stain or harm clothing, plastic, metal, synthetic material
- Fine mist pump sprays upside down

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS

CAUTION. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling, returning indoors, and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

FIRST AID

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-800-222-1222 for emergency medical information.

PHYSICAL HAZARDS

Flammable. Do not use or store near heat sources, sparks, or open flame. Do not smoke while applying.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Follow these guidelines when applying this product. Hold 4 to 6 inches from skin while spraying, keeping nozzle pointed away from face. Slightly moisten skin with a slow sweeping motion. Excessive amount or frequent reaplication is unnecessary. Do not exceed two applications per day. Apply on face by first spraying small amounts in palms of hands and spreading on face and neck, avoiding eyes. Do not apply to the hands of small children. When using on children, apply to your hands and then apply it to the child. Do not apply to their hands. To apply to a child's face and neck, spray the product into your hands and apply to the child. Take care to avoid mouth and eyes and apply sparingly around ears. Do not allow children to handle the product. Do not spray directly on face. Avoid contact with lips, cuts, wounds, or irritated skin. Do not apply to excessively sunburned skin. Do not apply under clothing. Apply sparingly around ears.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry area out of the reach of children. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open flame.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

MANUFACTURED FOR:
THE PIC20 GROUP, LLC
155 WOODWARD AVE. #3
NORWALK, CT 06854
INFO@RANGERREADY.COM

EPA Reg. No. 93221-1
EPA Est. No. 34624-CT-001
[SDS-CT-229]

PICARIDIN, 1-Methylpropyl-2-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperidine carboxylate
Contains SALTIDIN® brand PICARIDIN.
SALTIDIN® is a registered trademark of Saltigo GmbH, Germany.